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paper reports computational studies of substrate water binding to the oxygen-evolving centre
(OEC) of photosystem II (PSII),
completely ligated by amino acid residues, water, hydroxide and
mechanics hybrid models of
chloride. The calculations are based on quantum mechanics/molecular
the OEC of PSII, recently developed in conjunction with theX-ray crystal structure of PSII from the
involves a cuboidal Mn3Ca04Mn
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus. The model OEC
ions linked to a single |Li4-oxo-ligatedMn ion,
metal cluster with three closely associated manganese
Two water molecules
bound to calcium and the dangling
often called the 'dangling manganese'.
are postulated to be substrate molecules,
manganese
responsible for dioxygen formation. It is found
water agree nicely with those of model complexes.
that the energy barriers for theMn(4)-bound
are
waters
barriers
Ca-bound
the
for
However,
substantially larger.Water binding is not simply
correlated to the formal oxidation states of the metal centres but rather to their corresponding
electrostatic potential atomic charges as modulated by charge-transfer interactions. The calculations
of structural rearrangements during water exchange provide support for the experimental finding
that the exchange rates with bulk lsO-labelled water should be smaller for water molecules
to calcium than for water molecules
coordinated
attached to the dangling manganese.
The
transition should produce opposite effects on the two water
models also predict that the Sx->S2
This

exchange

rates.

Keywords:

oxomanganese
complexes; photosystem
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mechanics;

1. INTRODUCTION
The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC)
of photosystem
II (PSII)
and calcium
is a high-valent manganesewater
that
cofactor
containing
catalyses
cleavage to

dioxygen according to the so-called cS-state' catalytic
cycle (figure 1), proposed by Joliot & Kok (Joliot et al
et al
1969; Kok
1970). Substrate water molecules
responsible for 02 formation are thought to ligate to
metal ions in the OEC
early in the catalytic cycle, as
electron
suggested by pulsed
paramagnetic resonance
et
al 2004; Evans et al
spectroscopy (Britt
(EPR)
near
infrared
Raman
spectroscopy (Cua et al
2004),
Fourier
and
transform
infrared spectroscopy
2000)
et al 2005). This
&
Kimura
2002;
(Noguchi
Sugiura

paper analyses the specific water-binding sites and the
on substrate water
effect of oxidation of the OEC
which
remain
controversial.
binding,
A direct scrutiny of substrate water molecules
by
time-resolved mass spectrometry (MS) has determined
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One contribution of 20 to a Discussion
nature uses sunlight to split water'.

Meeting

Issue

'Revealing how

II; oxygen evolution; photosynthesis;
density functional theory

diff?rent exchange rates (kex) with bulk 180-labelled
water of the two substrate water molecules of the OEC
in the S0, Sl3 S2 and S3 states (Hillier & Wydrzynski
2000, 2001, 2004). The more slowly exchanging water
found to be associated
with Ca2+,
(Wslow) was

implying that the fast-exchanging water (Wfast) must
be bound to a manganese
ion. This is rather surprising
since manganese
ions are thought to be higher valent
or Mn4+)
than Ca2+
in the OEC.
In
(e.g. Mn3+
rate
it
been
that
has
observed
the
of
addition,
exchange
Wslow (&exW) increases by two orders of magnitude
with ?ex(Si) = 0.02 s-1
upon
oxidation,
Si-?S2
=
and &ex(S2)
2.0s~1
(Hendry & Wydrzynski 2003;
Hillier & Wydrzynski
2004). These
exchange rates
correspond to activation energies of approximately 20

and 17 kcal mol-1
in the Si and S2 states, respectively.
that the Si?>S2
transition
involves
Considering
oxidation
of a manganese
centre, the observed
acceleration of the exchange ofWslow is also intriguing
since it implies that the oxidation of a manganese
centre must indirectly affect the exchange rate of a
water molecule. While
calcium-bound
these obser
vations are reproducible and unambiguous,
it is not
clear whether they can be rationalized by previously

proposed mechanistic models
(Pecoraro et al 1998;
Vrettos et al. 2001; Messinger
2004). The calculations
in this paper
address
both of these
reported
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2. DFT-QM/MMMODELLING
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Figure 1. Catalytic cycle proposed by Joliot et al. (1969) and
Kok et al. (1970) forwater splitting into dioxygen, protons
and electrons at theOEC inPSII. Solid arrows indicate light
driven

reactions

and

dashed

arrows

indicate

dark

reactions.

observations
of the OEC

through the analysis of structural models
in the Sx and S2 states (Sproviero et al
2006a,b, 2007).
are constructed using
The computational models
state-of-the-art

quantum

mechanics/molecular

mechanics
(QM/MM) hybrid methods, with QM layers
described by the density functional theory (DFT) with
the Becke-3-Lee-Yang-Parr
(B3LYP)
hybrid density
in conjunction with the X-ray crystal
functional,
structure of PSII from the cyanobacterium Thermo
synechococcus elongatus (Ferreira et al 2004). This work
builds upon recent studies where the capabilities and
limitations of the B3LYP functional were investigated as
applied to the studies of structural and electronic
oxomanganese
properties of high-valent multinuclear
complexes (Sproviero etal 2006a,b, 2007).
The computational models
involve coordination of
as terminal ligands, in
substrate water molecules
agreement with earlier proposals (Hoganson & Babcock
1997; Haumann & Junge 1999; Schlodder & Witt 1999;
& Brudvig 2004; Messinger
2004; McEvoy
McEvoy
et al 2005a,b; Sproviero et al 2006a), but in contrast to
other suggested models
that involve coordination as
Mn
between
ions (Brudvig & Crabtree
oxo-bridges
et al 1994; Yachandra
et al 1996;
1986; Pecoraro
et al 2001; Robblee
et al 2001; Messinger
Nugent
address general
2004). The
reported computations
aspects of water exchange as well as the underlying
mechanisms
of water exchange for the OEC of PSII in
the Si and S2 states. The calculations thus complement
earlier studies of water exchange in transition metal
complexes (Rotzinger 1997; Helm & Merbach
1999;
et al 2006;
Rotzinger 2005; Cady et al 2006; Houston
Tagore et al 2006, 2007), including theoretical studies
ofmanganese
and
complexes, based on Hartree-Fock
self-consistent field theories
complete active-space
(Rotzinger 1997, 2005; Tsutsui et al 1999; Lundberg
et al 2003) as well as DFT
studies ofwater exchange in
other transition metal complexes
(Deeth & Elding
et
et al 2001;
Hartmann
al
Vallet
1996;
1997, 1999;
et
al
2003).
Lundberg
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B

The QM/MM
involves the two-layer
methodology
ONIOM
(EE)
electronic-embedding
approach
(Dapprich et al 1999), as implemented in Gaussian
v. 03 (Frisch et al. 2004), combined with high-quality
initial states for the ligated OEC metal cluster thatwere
obtained using ligand field theory (Vacek et al 1999) as
implemented in Jaguar v. 5.5 (Schrodinger 2004). The
combined approach exploits the high efficiency of ligand
field theory for definitions of specific initial-guess spin
electronic states, the flexible definitions of QM
layers
according to the link-hydrogen atom scheme and the
possibility ofmodelling open-shell systems by perform
calculations.
ing unrestricted DFT
(e.g. UB3LYP)
The study of transition metal compounds has been
dominated by the well-established B3LYP
functional.
treatment
However, the estimated error of the B3LYP
of water-exchange
energy barriers is approximately
2-3 kcal mol-1
1999; Lundberg
(Helm & Merbach
et al 2003). Unfortunately, this error is comparable to
the observed changes of activation energies induced by
oxidation of the OEC. Therefore, quantitative calcu
lations of activation energy barriers are still beyond the
The
capabilities of DFT.
reported studies are thus
focused on the qualitative and semiquantitative analysis
of

general

aspects

of

substrate

water-exchange

as determined by the nature of the metal
mechanism
cluster and the effect of electrostatic interactions with
the surrounding protein environment.
The QM
layer includes the following: the Mn3_
Ca04Mn
complex; the directly ligating carboxylate
groups ofD1-E189,
CP43-E354,
D1-A344, D1-E333,
D1-D342
and the imidazole
D1-D170,
ring of
and bound water molecules,
D1-H332;
hydroxide
and chloride ions. The QM
layer thus includes all
in
the
first
coordination
shell ofmetal centres as
species
well as the exchanging water molecule W*
(figure 2).
The rest of the system defines the MM
layer. The
boundaries
between
and MM
QM
layers are
defined for the corresponding
amino acid residues
(i.e. D1-E189,
CP43-E354,
D1-A344,
D1-E333,
D1-D342
and D1-H332)
D1-D170,
by completing
to the
the covalency of frontier atoms according
standard link-hydrogen atom scheme.
The total energy E of the system is computed as
follows:
p

_

E'MM.full

i

c-QM,red_T7MM,red

O \\

where EMM'fal1 is the energy of the complete system as
described by theAmber MM
force field, while ?QM>red
and ?MM>red are the energies of the reduced system
at the QM
and MM
levels of theory,
computed
interactions between
the
respectively. Electrostatic
reduced system and the surroundings are included in
the evaluation of ?QM'red and f^^
at the QM and
MM
the resulting
levels, respectively. Therefore,
evaluation of the total energy E involves a
QM/MM
quantum mechanical
description of polarization of the
reduced system due to the electrostatic influence of
the surrounding protein environment. In addition, the
polarization of the protein environment, usually neglected
in standard QM/MM
calculations, ismodelled according
to the self-consistent
'Moving Domain-QM/MM'
(MoD-QM/MM)
approach (Gascon etal 2006).
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and formal oxidation
charges,
spin population
centres
in
of metal
and substrate water molecules

1. ESP

Table
numbers

in the S ! and
ESP

centre

ofPSII, introduced in the

models of theOEC

DFT-QM/MM
text,

E. M.

S2

states.

charge

spin pop.

(oxid.

no.)

Si

S2

Si

+1.35
+1.26
+1.77

+1.49
+1.59
+1.56

-3.80
+3.82
+0.01

0(Wsiow)a

_082

_096

_000(_2)

+0.00

0(Wfast)b

_090

_088

_005(_2)

+0.06(-2)

Mn(4)
Mn(3)
Ca2+

aOxygen
bOxygen

ofWlow
ofWfast

(+ 3) +3.79 (+ 3)
(+ 3) -2.74 (+ 4)
0.00 (+ 2)
(+ 2)
(-2)

ligated to Ca2+.
ligated toMn(4).

1992; Yachandra et al. 1993; Roelofs et al 1996;
Bergmann et al. 1998; Iuzzolino et al 1998; Dau et al
et al. 2001)
but disagree with
2001; Messinger
state
low-valent Mn4(III,III,III,III)
the suggested
1996; Kuzek & Pace 2001).
(Zheng & Dismukes
In contrast to the incomplete
ligation scheme
the
structures,
by the X-ray model
suggested
the
usual
metal
ions
with
models
involve
QM/MM
number of ligands (i.e. five and six ligands coordinated
toMn
ions with oxidation states III and IV, respect
seven to eight ligands attached to Ca2+,
and
ively,
which usually finds six to eight ligands). The protein
aceous ligation includes the following: r|2-coordination
to both Mn(3)
and hydrogen
and Mn(2)
of E333
to
CP43-E354
the
(neutral state)
protonated
bonding
CP43
coordination of D342,
residue; monodentate
et al

structuralmodel of the OEC

Figure 2. DFT-QM/MM
PSII

(Sproviero
substrate water

toMn(4)

an

increase

oxidation.

et al.

molecules,

and Ca2+,

Fast-

2006a).
Wfast

and

and Wlow,

of

slow-exchanging
are coordinated

respectively.Red (blue) colours indicate

in ESP
atomic
(decrease)
charges due to Si -+S2
of approximately
colours
indicate
changes
Bright

15-20% (table 1). All amino acid residues correspond to the
Dl

protein

subunit,

unless

otherwise

indicated.

Fully relaxed QM/MM molecular structures for the
analysis of minimum energy paths (MEPs) for water
are obtained
at the
and exchange
detachment
ONIOM-EE
(UHF B3LYP/lacvp,6-31G(2df),6-31G:
level of theory by geometry optimization of
AMBER)
the complete structural models. A combination of basis
sets is applied in order to optimize the efficiency of
basis set
calculations, including the LACVP
QM/MM
forMn ions that considers the non-relativistic electron
core potentials (ECPs),
basis set for
the 6-31G(2df)
ions that includes polarization functions
bridging O2on u-oxo bridging oxides and the 6-31G basis set for
the rest of the atoms in the QM
layer. Such a
combination of basis sets has been validated through
on high-valent
calculations
extensive benchmark
et
al
manganese
2006a,b).
complexes (Sproviero

3. STRUCTURAL MODELS OF THE 02-EVOLVING
CENTRE
The QM/MM hybridmodels of theOEC in PSII
suggest that the two substrate water molecules can bind
on the 'active face' of the OEC
to Ca2+
and Mn(4)
et
al
2006a), consistent with the previously
(Sproviero
mechanistic
hypothesis (Pecoraro et al 1998;
proposed
et al. 20056; figure 2). Two
Vrettos et al 2001; McEvoy
redox states of comparable
energies are predicted:

the dangling manganese
model
Mn(4)
(a) where
states are
and the oxidation
is pentacoordinated
=
=
IV,
IV, Mn(2)
(i.e. Mn(l)
Mn4(IV,IV,III,III)
an
and
model
where
(b)
Mn(4)=III)
Mn(3)=III,
additional water ligand is completing the hexacoordi
and the oxidation states are
nated shell of Mn(4)
These results are partially consist
Mn4(rV,III,III,IV).
ent with EPR and X-ray spectroscopic evidence (Ono
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B

E354

and D170

to Mn(l),

Mn(3)

and Mn(4),

to
and H332
respectively; and ligation of El89
The relative stability of the two redox states is
Mn(2).
determined by the strained coordination ofH332 to the
Mn cluster. The hexacoordinated Mn(2)
stabilizes the
is pentacoordinated,
oxidation state IV when Mn(4)
state III (with a Jahn-Teller
and the oxidation
the
the
Mn-H332
axis) when
along
elongation
is complete.
coordination sphere ofMn(4)
are
of PSII
Both the redox isomers of the OEC
neutral in the Si state and predict anti-ferromagnetic
and
and Mn(2),
Mn(2)
coupling between Mn(l)
but
frustrated
and
and
Mn(4),
Mn(3)
Mn(3),
spin
in the cuboidal
and Mn(3)
coupling between Mn(l)
structure. Table 1 presents theDFT-QM/MM
analysis
of distribution spin populations and charge in themetal
centres of the OEC model (a).

4.WATER BINDING TO THE 02-EVOLVING
CENTRE
introduced in ?3,
The QM/MM
structural models,
of specific metal-water
allow for the evaluation
interactions and the potential energy profiles associated
for water detachment and exchange.
with theMEPs
are found by energy minimization with
The MEPs
respect to nuclear and electronic coordinates, while
progressively detaching substrate water molecules from
their corresponding coordination metal centres. The
resulting structural rearrangements provide an insight
on the water-exchange mechanisms
and the relative
binding strengths since elongation of themetal-oxygen

(2008)
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S1:Mn3+(^=1.35)
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? 'o 10
cd
c

S2:Mn3+(^=1.59)
S9: Ca2+

(4

=

1.56)

S,:Ca?+(#=1.77)

Mn,Ca-OH2
bond

distance (?)

energyprofiles as a functionof the

Figure 3. DFT-QM/MM
coordination

0.4

0.3

0.2

substrate

lengths between

water

molecules

attached to Ca2+ (grey lines) and the danglingMn3+(black
lines), for the OEC of PSII in the Si (dashed lines) and S2
ionic charges are indicated in
(solid lines) states. ESP
energy
{q). The
parenthesis
for water
7.9 kcal mol-1

Ca2+(S2), Mn3+(S2)

barriers

andMn3

are

exchange

+

19.3,
from

16.6,

Ca2

8.4

+

and

(Si),

(Si), respectively.

is the primary step in water exchange and
presumably rate determining in this case (Rotzinger
1997; Lundberg et al 2003; Rotzinger 2005).
Figure 3 shows the resulting energy profiles for the
while progressively detaching substrate water
MEPs,
for
from Ca2+ and the dangling manganese
molecules
and
in the S ! and S2 statesMn4(IV,IV,III,III)
the OEC
It is shown that
respectively.
Mn4(IV,IV,IV,III),
bond
is
the
Ca2+-Wslow
energetically more
stretching
bond

bond of
than stretching theMn(4)-Wfast
demanding
in both the Sx and the S2 states. Furthermore,
the OEC
from the Si to
figure 3 shows that advancing the OEC
bond and
the Ca2+-Wslow
the S2 state weakens
This
strengthens the coordination ofWfast toMn(4).
is due to the underlying redistribution of charge in the

complex induced by the Sx ?>S2 transition. Analogous
results are obtained for the redox isomers of the Sx and
S2 states with oxidation numbers Mn4(rV,III,III,IV)
and Mn4(rV,IV,III,IV),
respectively.
The results reported in figure 3 are consistent with
the experimental observation thatWslow is bound to
Ca2+,
implying thatWfast is attached to a high-valent

the formal oxidation
ion, even when
manganese
is +2 and the oxidation numbers of
number of Ca2+
are +3 and +4
in redox isomers (a) and (b),
Mn(4)
respectively. These results can be rationalized by noting
ions and
that charge transfer between manganese
net
ionic
the
affects
charges of
ligand/oxo-bridges
metal centres, complicating the correlation with formal
oxidation numbers (Sproviero et al 2006a,b, 2007).
The underlying charge-transfer delocalization
process
to synthetic oxomanganese
is common
complexes
(Sproviero et al 20066) and partially neutralizes the
net ionic charges of themetal centres, leaving a smaller
(#= + 1.35) than on Ca2+
positive charge on Mn(4)
table 1). Therefore, it is not surprising that
{q= +1.77;
Wslow is attached to Ca2+, as indicated by the energetic
a
analysis of figure 3, even when such ametal centre has
smaller oxidation number thanMn(4).
Ph?.

Trans. R. Soc. B

The computational results reported in figure 3 and
table 1 are also consistent with the experimental
that ks^w increases and kf^1 decreases
observation
oxidation (Hillier & Wydrzynski 2004).
upon Si->S2
These
opposite changes in the two water-exchange
rates, induced by the Si?>S2
transition, can also be
ionic
traced to the corresponding
changes in ESP
interactions.
modulated
by charge-transfer
charges
1 shows that the redistribution of charge,
Table
induced by the Si?>S2
oxidation, decreases the ionic
of
calcium
and increases the ionic
(A#= ?0.21)
charge
=
is consistent with
This
of
Mn(4)
+0.24).
(A#
charge
the energetic analysis predicting that Sx ?>S2 oxidation
bond and strengthens the
the Ca2+-Wslow
weakens
coordination ofWfast toMn(4).
In order to analyse the origin of the underlying
redistribution of electronic density, we note that the
oxomanganese
complex is neutral in the Sx resting
as
models.
described
state,
by the DFT-QM/MM
the
however,
oxidation,
Si?>S2
complex
Upon
becomes positively charged, strengthening the electro
static interactions with negatively charged ligands. In
are paired up by
and D1-A344
particular, Ca2+
most
of the electronic
and
charge-transfer interactions,

oxidation
upon Si?>S2
density acquired by Ca2+
from
the
is
transferred
ligated carboxyl
(A#= ?0.21)
ate group of D1-A344
(the corresponding change in
the ESP atomic charge of the ligated oxygen atom of
results indicate that
is A#=+0.2).
These
D1-A344
by
charge-transfer interactions are stronglymodulated
state of the oxomanganese
the oxidation
complex,
indirectly regulating substrate water binding to the

metal

cluster.

In addition to the ESP
approach, various other
methods are available for the analysis of partial atomic
charges, yielding slightly different quantitative results.
However, themethods consistently predict that: (i) the
in the OEC
and Mn4+
atomic charges of Ca2+, Mn3+
are always smaller than their corresponding formal
charges, due to charge-transfer interactions with coordi
nated counterions, (ii) the reduction of atomic charges is
+
more significant for high-valent manganese
ionsMn3
than forCa2+, and (iii) the charge of Ca2+ is
andMn4+
oxidation by charge
further neutralized upon Si?>S2
transferwith the carboxylate ligand ofD1-A344.
metal cluster
that the Mn3Ca04Mn
Considering
as well as
involves carboxylate groups ligated to Ca2+
and Mn4+
carboxylate ligands coordinated toMn3+
ions, it is important to address the origin of the
and
preferential charge transfer between D1-A344
To this
oxidation of the OEC.
Ca2+
upon Si?>S2
end, we have performed a bond-order analysis, based
on natural atomic orbitals (Reed et al 1988). The
bonds are predominantly
results indicate thatMn-O
while the
covalent dative (Wiberg bond index =1.05)
bonds are ionic (Wiberg bond index = 0.32).
Ca-O
The difference ismainly due to charge delocalization
to vacant
of the oxo-ligands
from the p-orbitals
d-orbitals inmanganese.
Further, it is found that the
involves both alpha and beta
delocalization mechanism
orbitals in similar amounts. Therefore, the total charges
ions are significantly reduced while
of the manganese
the number of unpaired electrons (i.e. the oxidation
the
Therefore,
state) remains almost unchanged.

(2008)
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Si: 2.23 A
S2:2.09?

Si: 2.42 ?
S2:2.40?
Si: 3.28 ?
S2:4.47 ?
Si: 2.42 ?
S2: 3.42 ?

Figure 4. Structuralmodel of theOEC
Y^s

?^siow^
indicated.

^f

(Y7fast)

and W*,

of PSII

respectively.

All

in the Si and S2 states.Ligated and exchanging water molecules are labelled
amino

acid

residues

correspond

to the Dl

protein

subunit,

unless

otherwise

Si: 3.61 ?
S2: 3.33 ?

Figure 5. Structuralmodel of theOEC

of PSII

in the Si and S2 states at the transition state configurations forwater exchange

in the Si and S2 states are 19.3 and
energy barriers
water-exchange
are labelled W
water molecules
All
and Wl*,
exchanging
respectively.
(Wslow)
otherwise
indicated.
subunit, unless
protein

from Ca2+.

The

underlying charge delocalization between manganese
and oxo-bridges indirectly affects the relative strengths
of charge-transfer interactions between metal centres
and carboxylate ligands.
Figures 4-6 show the initial and TS configurations
for water exchange from Ca2+
and
along theMEPs
as described by the DFT-QM/MM
structural
Mn(4),
models of theOEC,
including a detailed description of
coordination
bond
lengths. In the initial states
are attached to
water
substrate
molecules
(figure 4),
the metal centres forming hydrogen bonds with the
Ph?.

Trans. R. Soc. B

16.6 kcal mol-1,
Substrate
and
respectively.
to the Dl
acid residues
correspond

amino

In the TS configurations
exchanging water molecules.
(figures 5 and 6), the coordination bonds of the
are stretched and the
substrate water molecules
are displaced relative to
substituting water molecules

their initial positions. Further displacement beyond the
transition state induces coordination of the exchanging
water molecules. This structural analysis indicates that
inter
the exchange mechanism
involves concerted
change with dissociative character (i.e. without forma
tion of any intermediate state of lower or higher
coordination number).

(2008)
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environ
These findings suggest that the molecular
ment surrounding the OEC
of PSII has been highly
optimized by natural selection to stabilize the attach
to metal centres,
ment of substrate water molecules
and
and
their
orientations
displacements
correlating
acid
amino
with
the
interactions
surrounding
reducing
residues. At the same time, the hydrophobic environ
to the ionic
ment stabilizes the coordination of Cl~
cluster as well as the coordination of the oxomanganese
cluster to carboxylate groups of proteinaceous
ligands.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

in
analysis of water binding
computational
of the
structural models
complete DFT-QM/MM
OEC
in PSII indicates that the barriers for exchange
water agree nicely with those ofmodel
ofMn(4)-bound
complexes. However, the barriers forCa-bound waters
are substantially larger. The calculations also provide
theoretical support to the surprising experimental
substrate water of
finding that the slow-exchanging
is associated with calcium, implying that
the OEC
is coordinated
the fast-exchanging substrate water
the DFT-QM/MM
with manganese.
Furthermore,
models provide a rationale for the opposing effects
transition on the two rate constants. It
of the Si?>S2
and energetics of
that the mechanism
is concluded
water binding tometal centres in theOEC
isnot simply
correlated to the formal oxidation states of the metal
ions but rather to their corresponding partial ionic
by charge-transfer interactions
charges, as modulated
with coordinated ligands. The reported findings help
to rationalize experimental results probing substrate
water molecules
in the water-splitting chemistry of
PSII, providing fundamental insight into the electronic
structure of the OEC
and the surrounding protein
The

%^^^E189

w

^^^^^^^^

Figure 6. Structuralmodel of theOEC
S2

states

at

the

transition

(Wfast)
correspond
indicated.

and
and

of PSII

d4

in the Si and
for water

configurations

in
energy barriers
water-exchange
are 7.9 and 8.4 kcal mol-1,
respectively.
are labelled Wf
water molecules
exchanging

from Mn(4).
exchange
the Si and S2 states
Substrate

state

Jk HIP

The

W*,
respectively.
to the Dl
protein

All

amino

subunit,

acid
unless

residues
otherwise

The comparison of the coordination bond lengths of
in the TS configurations
exchanging water molecules
indicates thatwater exchange from Ca2+ gains a more
oxidation of the
dissociative character upon Si~?S2
are more
bonds
coordination
OEC
(i.e. the TS
to the
This
is
due
stretched in the S2 state).
probably
reduction in the atomic charge of Ca2H~ induced by
The dis
charge-transfer interactions with D1-A344.
sociative character is also observed forwater exchange
in both the Si and the S2
from the dangling manganese
to the reduced
due
states, probably
charge of
induced by charge delocalization between
manganese
manganese

and

oxo-bridges.

The calculated DFT-QM/MM
energy barriers for
are 7.9 and 8.4 kcal mol-1
water exchange fromMn(4)
are
in the Si and S2 states, respectively. These
to
Mn
in
the barriers
hydrated
complexes,
comparable
as
such
[(H20)2(OH)2MnIV(^i-0)2MnIV(H20)2
where the exchange
(OH)2] and [MnIY(H20)2(OH)4]3
of terminal water ligands requires 8.6-9.6 kcal mol-1
(Tsutsui et al. 1999; Lundberg et al. 2003). In contrast,
theDFT-QM/MM
energy barriers forwater exchange
from Ca2+ are 19.3 and 16.6 kcal mol"1 for the OEC

in the Si and S2 states, respectively. The higher energy
are determined
of the
barriers
by the nature
interactions in the hydrophobic OEC-binding
pocket.
have incomplete
The
exchanging water molecules
solvation shells and therefore make only two to three
or
hydrogen bonds with the surrounding molecules
ions. Such an incomplete structure of hydrogen bonds
to the
stabilizes the coordination of water molecules
metal cluster and strongly correlates the orientation
and displacement of the exchanging water molecules.
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